
  
Abstract—RSA cryptosystem is the well known public key 

cryptosystem since its origin. It is very simple but its computational 
cost is very high and it uses large memory because of the large sized 
key. This paper concentrates on the reduction in memory usage by 
RSA cryptosystem. The proposed work is the hybrid approach of the 
two RSA variants (Dual RSA and Twin RSA). The work describes 
two variants: Small-e Variant and Small-d Variant. The proposed 
variants are compared with the existing variants of RSA and proved 
to be better in terms of memory utilization. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
N the insecure world of communication there is the 
requirement of some system which can guarantee the 
security of the crucial data. Cryptography serves this 

purpose. There are several types of cryptosystem, e.g., 
symmetric and asymmetric cryptosystem. Symmetric key 
algorithms (like AES [1]) are faster than asymmetric key 
algorithms (like RSA [2]), but the requirement of sharing the 
key in symmetric key algorithms makes the use of asymmetric 
key algorithms popular. RSA cryptosystem is well known 
algorithm for its simplicity. As RSA is very costly because of 
large computational resources and memory requirement, lots 
of research has already being done to reduce the computational 
cost [3,4,5,6,7,8,9] and memory consumption. In 1994, 
Vanstone and Zuccherato [10] proposed a method to generate 
RSA moduli with predetermined set of bits. In 1996, Lim and 
Lee [11] present various methods for generating sparse RSA 
secret keys which have much smaller binary weight than the 
original method. In 1998, Lenstra [12] generalizes a method to 
generate RSA moduli with a predetermined portion. By his 
method both the storage requirement  and the computational 
cost can be considerably reduced. In 2005, Lenstra et al. [13] 
introduces Twin RSA which reduces the storage requirement 
by the modulus.  In Twin RSA, for two instances of RSA the 
modulus can be N and N+δ, where δ is any small number, say 
2. For two instances only one modulus is required to be stored. 
In 2007, Kanayama and Uchiyama [14] revised the Vanstone-
Zuccherato schemes [10]. The method Vanstone and 
Zuccherato [10] is applied to MultiPrime RSA, which results 
in reduced bandwidth and storage requirement. In 2007, Sun et 
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al. proposed a variant, Dual RSA [15], to reduce the memory 
requirement. Dual RSA generates the same public and private 
exponent for two distinct RSA instances. In this paper the 
motivation is to further reduce the memory requirement of 
RSA cryptosystem so as to use RSA in memory constrained 
environment. 

The paper is structured as follows: Second section gives the 
literature review, third section describes the proposed 
algorithm. The proposed algorithm is compared with the other 
variants of RSA cryptosystem  in section four, then the paper 
is concluded in the last section. 

  

II.  LITERATURE REVIEW 

A. Basic RSA 
The RSA cryptosystem [2] was given by Rivest, Shamir and 

Adleman in 1977. For the key generation algorithm two large 
random prime numbers p and q are selected of approximately 
same size (say 512 bits). The moduli N is calculated as the 
product p*q and Euler's function Φ(N) is calculated as (p-
1)*(q-1). The small public exponent e is chosen at random, 
The preferred choice is 216+1, due to low hamming weight 
(less no. of 1). the private exponent d is calculated as the 
inverse of e modulo Φ(N), as ed≡1modΦ(N). For encrypting 
the message M, the ciphertext C is calculated as MemodN. For 
decrypting the ciphertext, M can be calculated as CdmodN. As 
d is usually very large, it makes the decryption speed very 
slow. The security of the RSA cryptosystem depends upon the 
complexity of factoring two large prime numbers. 

B. Dual RSA 
This variant [15] was given by Sun et.al, in 2007 for 

generating two RSA instances. The purpose of this variant is to 
reduce the memory consumption to store more than one RSA 
keys. Two instances of RSA key pairs can be generated by this 
variant. Both the instances results in having the same public 
and private exponents and different moduli. Dual RSA has 
three schemes, namely Small-e, Small-d, and Generalized Dual 
RSA. The encryption and decryption algorithms are the same 
for all these schemes. The encryption and decryption algorithm 
is same as the standard RSA.    

 

Key Generation Algorithm 
Dual RSA-Small-e takes (ne, n) with (ne < n/2) as input and 

generates (e, N1, N2) and (d, p1, q1, p2, q2) as the public and 
private keys. The algorithm works like this: 
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1. Chose an ne-bit random integer a1 and an (n/2-ne) - 
bit random integer a2. If p1=a1a2+1 is not prime 
repeat this step. 

2. Chose an (n/2-ne)-bit random integer b2. If p2=a1b2+1 
is not prime repeat this step. 

3. Chose an ne-bit random integer b1. If q1=b1b2+1 is 
not prime repeat this step. 

4. Chose an ne- bit random integer e such that 
gcd(a1a2b1b2,e)=1. Calculate d and k1 satisfying the 
equation ed=1+k1(p1-1)(q1-1). 

5. Calculate q2=k1a2+1, if q2 is not prime then go to 
step 4. 

Here N1=p1q1, N2=p2q2, k2=b1 
 

Encryption and decryption can be done as the standard RSA 
or any other variant of RSA. For other Dual RSA schemes, 
readers may refer to paper [15].  

C. Twin RSA 
Twin RSA [13], generated by Lenstra and de Weger in 

2005, is another RSA variant for reducing the storage 
requirement for the cryptosystem. In this variant, two moduli 
(N, N+δ) are considered, where δ is a small even integer (e.g., 
δ= ±2). With the advantage of fixed value of δ, there is the 
need to store only one moduli N, the other moduli can be 
calculated just by adding the value of δ to N. The key 
generation algorithm for Twin RSA is as follows:  

 

Key Generation Algorithm 
1. Select two large n/2 bit random primes p and q. 
2. Calculate the least positive integer N such that 

N≡0 mod p and N≡-δ mod q and r=N/p and s= 
(N+δ)/q. by using Chinese Remainder Theorem. 

3. If the bit length of N or N+δ is not n, or if r or s is 
not prime, then goto to step 1. 

N=p*r and N+δ=q*s, public and private exponents are 
chosen as the same way as the standard RSA.  

Encryption and decryption algorithms are same as the 
standard RSA or as any RSA variant. 

III. PROPOSED WORK 
In this section the variant of RSA is proposed which is 

based upon the idea of further reducing the memory 
requirement for RSA instances. The new variant is proposed as 
the combined idea from Dual RSA [15] and Twin RSA [13] 
which results in efficient usage of memory in the cryptosystem.   

A. Key Generation Algorithm 
Following are the two variants of the proposed work; first is 

the variant for small-e and second is the variant for small-d: 
 

Small-e Variant 
Here the algorithm generates the RSA key pair for small 

value of public key exponent, (i.e., ne<n/2). As public 
exponent e is small, private exponent d will be of the order of 
n with all probability.  

1. Chose an ne-bit random integer a1 and an (n/2-ne)-bit  
random integer a2. If p = a1a2 + 1 is not prime 
prime, repeat this step. 

2. Chose an (n/2- ne)-bit random integer b2. If r =a1b2 + 
1 is not prime, repeat this step. 

3. Calculate the least positive integer N such that 
N≡0mod p and N≡ -δ mod r using Chinese 
Remainder Theorem. If N or N+δ is not having 
bitlength n , then return to step1. 

4. Chose an ne-bit random integer b1 such that q = b1b2 
+ 1 is prime and q=N/p. If not so go to step 1. 

5. Select an ne-bit random integer e such that 
gcd(a1a2b1b2, e) = 1. Calculate d and k1 satisfying 
the equation ed = 1+k1(p - 1)(q - 1). 

6. Calculate s = k1a2 + 1. If s is not prime and s ≠ 
(N+δ)/r then goto step 1. 

 Here N = p*q, N+δ = r*s, k2 = b1; (e, N, N+δ) and (d, p, q, 
r, s) are the public and private keys respectively. Encryption 
and decryption algorithms are same as standard RSA. 

 

Small-d Variant 
The same algorithm can be used to generate RSA key pair 

with small d. In small-d variant, the steps taken will remain the 
same except for the values of the public and private exponents. 
Here  private exponent d can be chosen small and public 
exponent e will come out to be of the order of n.  

Because of the complex structure of the key generation 
algorithm for the proposed variant, the complexity is larger 
than the basic RSA, Dual RSA and Twin RSA. For the better 
analysis of the running time of the algorithm, we are 
implementing the proposed variants using NTL with GMP 
using Cygwin tools on Windows operating system. 

 

Parameter Selection 
As the proposed variants for small-e and small-d are based 

on the combination of Dual RSA and Twin RSA. For the 
security aspect in Dual RSA for small-e, ne  is taken 
approximately n/4 and in Dual RSA for small-d, nd is taken 
approximately n/3. Till now no attack has been found with 
Twin RSA. So for the security analysis of the proposed 
variant, the parameters are selected according to the analysis 
of Dual RSA. The proposed variant small-e can be worked 
with n/4 bit public exponent and n bit private exponent. The 
proposed variant small-d can be worked with n bit public 
exponent and n/3 bit private exponent. 

B. Comparison with other Variants 
The proposed variants are compared with Dual and Twin 

RSA. Here the space consumed by δ and security parameter is 
ignored due to very small size in few bits. As the space 
consumed by public exponent in basic RSA and Twin RSA is 
very small, these are also ignored in the table.  

 
 
 

TABLE I 
COMPARISON OF PROPOSED VARIANT SMALL-E 
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RSA 
Parameters 
Small-e 

2×RSA Dual 
RSA 

Twin 
RSA 

Proposed 
Variant Small-
d 

|N1|+|N2| 2×n 2×n n n 

|e1|+|e2| --- n/4 --- n/4 

|d1|+|d2| 2×n n 2×n n 

Total 
Memory  

4n 3.25n 3n 2.5n 

 
Following is the table which shows the comparison of the 

proposed variant with small-d: 
 

TABLE II 
COMPARISON OF PROPOSED VARIANT SMALL-D 

RSA 
Parameters 
Small-d 

2×RSA Dual 
RSA 

Twin 
RSA 

Proposed 
Variant Small-d 

|N1|+|N2| 2×n 2×n n n 

|e1|+|e2| 2×n n 2×n n 

|d1|+|d2| 2×n/3 n/3 2×n/3 n/3 

Total 
Memory 

4.66n 3.33n 3.66n 2.33n 

 
As it is clear from Table I and Table II, the space consumed 

by the proposed variants are smaller as compared to the 
instances generated by standard RSA, Dual RSA and Twin 
RSA.   

IV. CONCLUSION 
The proposed work is based upon reduction in memory 

usage by RSA cryptosystem. The proposed variants stores only 
one moduli, one public exponent  and one private exponent for 
two instances of the RSA cryptosystem. It is proved that the 
proposed variant shows better memory consumption as 
compared to the popular efficient memory variants i.e., Dual 
RSA and Twin RSA. The proposed variants can be used in the 
areas where more than one instance of RSA cryptosystem is 
required. These variants can be used in blind signatures and 
authenticity etc.  
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